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Introduction

Weapons companies based in Europe and Israel exported more than 238,000 firearms to Mexico for use by state and local police between 2006 and 2018. Both state violence and homicides have increased dramatically during the period of these gun sales to police. The weapons were sold to police in every one of Mexico’s 32 states. The vast majority of these weapons – more than 95% - were classified as for “military use” under Mexican law, which sharply restricts legal gun sales to civilians.

These weapons transfers did not lead to greater security for the Mexican population. Mexico experienced more than 276,000 murders from 2006 through 2019. The discovery of mass graves in Mexico has become common: authorities have reported 3,631 since 2006. Some 73 thousand people are registered as missing in Mexico, more than 56,000 disappeared in the last decade. As of November 2020, more than 37,000 bodies remain unidentified. The violence has forcibly displaced more than 346,945 people since 2006.

Firearm killings are the type of homicide that has grown the most since 2007, in both men and women, constituting 70.8% of all homicides in the first half of 2020. Six out of every ten women murdered in 2018 were killed with a firearm - an average of five women a day being shot to death.

---

2. This report uses the term “firearms” and “small arms” interchangeably. According to the UN working definition “small arms and light weapons” mean any man-portable lethal weapon that expels or launches, is designed to expel or launch, or may be readily converted to expel or launch a shot, bullet or projectile by the action of an explosive, excluding antique small arms and light weapons or their replicas”. Whereas “small arms” such as self-loading pistols or assault rifles are designed for individual use, “light weapons” are weapons designed for use by two or three persons serving as a crew, although some may be carried and used by a single person. They include heavy machine guns, portable anti-tank guns or recoilless rifles. Former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan once emphasized that “in terms of the carnage they cause, small arms, indeed, could well be described as ‘weapons of mass destruction’”. United Nations, Small Arms review conference, (NY, 2006), https://www.un.org/events/smallarms2006/faq.html. See also the definition used by Small Arms Survey, Definitions of Small Arms and Light Weapons, www.smallarmssurvey.org/weapons-and-marketsdefinitions.html.
Mexico’s firearm homicide rate has exploded to more than six times what it was in 2006: to more than 19 homicides per 100,000 people. That is more than 24,000 gun homicides in 2019 - the highest since Mexico began keeping records in 1997 - and at a pace that continued in 2020. In 2018, of the estimated 18.9 million crimes committed in Mexico where the victim was present, perpetrators carried a firearm in almost one in three cases.

Proponents often seek to justify sales of weapons to police in Mexico as “necessary” to fight violent crime. But Mexicans have less confidence in police than residents in nearly every other country in the world surveyed by Transparency International. Security has not improved with the transfer of law enforcement authorities to the Mexican Army and the militarized National Guard, either.

It is important to note that when it comes to human rights violations, firearms are used as tools to facilitate the commission of arbitrary executions, torture, forced disappearances, sexual assault and forced displacement. Meaning that human rights violations may imply the misuse of firearms by security forces. Thus, the State ought to ensure the proper use of firearms by law enforcement officials in order to guarantee the right to life and security of the people.

Local police agencies in Mexico have carried out gross human rights violations, including many forced disappearances. To mention a few examples: In Coahuila 2011, about 300 people were disappeared and killed by the Zetas cartel in a revenge action. The cartel ordered the municipal police not to intervene. Known as The Allende Massacre (named after the municipality of Allende), the event took place over five days and involved three other nearby municipalities. Although residents made many calls for help, not a single local or state authority responded.

In Veracruz, at least 202 people were disappeared by state police officers during the term of now indicted former governor Javier Duarte, and similar events have been documented in states such as Nuevo León and Zacatecas.

Mexico’s National Human Rights Commission issued 204 rulings for serious violations of human rights from January 2007 to June 2017 - a period when Mexico waged an intensive “war on drugs.” It found the military (Army and Navy) responsible in more than three quarters (148) of these rulings. 34,920 investigations were initiated at the federal and state levels for torture by state agents between 2006 and 2019. Of these, courts issued sentences for only 43 cases, and even fewer convictions (18 at federal level).

This involvement of state forces in serious human rights violations, as well as the collusion between police and other state officials with organized crime, make European and Israeli arms exports to Mexico extremely problematic, not only from an ethical perspective, but also from a legal one. The new findings presented here clearly show how these arms transfers violate the European Common Position, a legal framework created to subject the arms trade to a set of minimal ethical criteria.

In Coahuila 2011, about 300 people were disappeared and killed by the Zetas cartel in a revenge action.

34,920 investigations were initiated at the federal and state levels for torture by state agents between 2006 and 2019.
Where Weapons used by Mexican Police Come From

More than half of firearms sold to Mexican police from 2006 to 2018 came from just two weapons companies: Italy-based Beretta and Austria-based Glock. Beretta sold 108,660 weapons to state and local police during the period, including more than 25,000 rifles and other long guns, while Glock sold 68,319 pistols. Since 2006, Mexican police have also obtained weapons from Israel (24,280 firearms), Germany (22,221), Czech Republic (7,904), Turkey (4,168), Belgium (1,063), and smaller numbers from Spain, Finland, and Switzerland.\(^{20}\) Taken together, European and Israeli firms exported enough firearms for nearly every Mexican state and municipal police officer in 2006-2018.\(^{21}\)

The Mexican Army holds sole legal authority to import firearms into Mexico, and to transfer firearms to police agencies, private security companies, and private individuals.\(^{22}\) It also manufactures firearms for its own use, issues licenses for both institutional and individual acquisition and possession of firearms, and maintains a registry of legal firearms. No other nation in the world concentrates so much authority for the acquisition, distribution and control of small arms in a single military institution.

---


\(^{22}\) One exception is the authority of the Mexican Navy to import firearms for its own use.
The risks of this arrangement were manifest in 2019, when former SEDENA commander General Salvador Cienfuegos was indicted in the United States on three counts of drug trafficking and one count of money laundering. Evidence presented based on hundreds of text message intercepts indicated that General Cienfuegos was linked to a drug cartel in the state of Nayarit and was known as “El Padrino” (“The Godfather”). The U.S. Justice Department’s decision to turn over the Cienfuegos investigation to Mexican authorities reflected no change in that evidence. During Cienfuegos’ term as head of SEDENA from 2012 to 2018, SEDENA sold 110,751 firearms to state and local police.

Most of the major European and Israeli firearms companies have also established gun manufacturing in the United States, including Beretta, Glock, FN Herstal, Sig Sauer, I.W.I., Ceska Zbrojovka, Heckler & Koch, and Walther. These companies sell to the enormous U.S. civilian and police markets, but they are also able to take advantage of U.S. weapons exports laws that are weaker than Europe’s. Several European firms, including Glock, Beretta, and especially Sig Sauer, have exported firearms to Mexico from the United States. In addition, many thousands of weapons produced by European companies that are sold to individuals on the U.S. retail market are then trafficked over the border into Mexico.

---

25. In March 2020, the Trump administration in the United States transferred authority for licensing and oversight of all firearms exports, including for semi-automatic assault rifles, from the State Department to the Commerce Department, where exports are governed by different rules and do not require notification to Congress. Industry sources estimated the rule change would lead to an increase of 30% in firearms exports. During 2020, US handgun exports have grown dramatically. See John Lindsay-Poland, “U.S. Gun Exports Have Spiked During the Pandemic,” Inkstick, September 9, 2020, https://inkstickmedia.com/us-gun-exports-have-spiked-during-the-pandemic.
Research methodology

The findings in this report are based on a year-long compilation and review of more than 9,000 pages of receipts and end use certificates for weapons transfers to state and local Mexican police obtained from the Mexican Defense Secretariat (Mexico’s Army, known by its acronym, SEDENA) by Stop US Arms to Mexico, a project of the human rights organization Global Exchange. Stop US Arms obtained the documents through formal information requests to the Army, which is responsible for all legal firearms imports into and transfers within Mexico. Weapons transfers to federal military and police agencies are less transparently documented, but we report on these to the extent documentation was available.

The Mexican army submits end user certificates to companies that seek to export firearms to Mexico from European countries and Israel. Mexico is also required to submit end use certificates to the U.S. State Department for U.S.-exported firearms. Stop US Arms to Mexico requested and obtained 1,282 pages of end use certificates, including 890 submitted to the U.S. State Department, for firearms exports for use by Mexican police from 2008 through 2019. However, the number of firearms reported in the end use certificates in 2008-2018 represent just 44,293 firearms from European and Israel-based firms, less than one quarter of 205,395 firearms from these firms that receipts show were transferred to Mexican police during the same period. For example, receipts show 28,156 Beretta weapons sold to Mexican police in 2014-2018, and Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) reports for 2017 and 2018 indicate large numbers of Beretta weapons exported from Italy to Mexico for military use. Yet Mexico submitted no end use certificates for the importation of Beretta weapons between May 2013 and the end of 2019.
Italian weapons
Used by police in all 32 states in Mexico

For many years, Italian small arms manufacturers have made Italy among the top three gun exporting countries in the world, with amounts exceeding US$600 million per year.\(^\text{26}\) So it is not surprising that, after the United States, Italian small arms are the most widespread in Mexico. Weapons that are “made in Italy” are also widespread in the US as they have been adopted by the US military. The Mexican gun market is also saturated with “Italian” products that are manufactured or distributed by the US branches of major Italian companies, such as the Beretta Group and Fiocchi Munizioni.

Weapons that are manufactured in Italy and are destined for the civilian market – including police agencies – don’t need specific authorization, and can be shipped from Italy with simple administrative documentation which does not include any end-user certification. In the period of 2007-2019, Italian companies introduced a veritable river of weapons to the Mexican market, with a yearly average of ten thousand pistols and revolvers and 1,100 rifles. There is evidence that during the first half of 2020 – when the Covid-19 pandemic hit northern Italy hard –, the Beretta Group significantly increased firearms sales to Mexico.\(^\text{27}\)

Weapons manufactured in Italy that are intended for foreign military use must be authorized in Italy by a special office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. End-user certificates are required but not published. Italian authorities grant permission for firearms sales to foreign entities and state agencies, whose status is confirmed by supposedly reliable intermediaries (banks, foreign trade insurance companies, freight forwarders, etc.). Authorization is only denied to countries listed by the UN and EU as subject to an international embargo - even though Italian law requires that they be denied to all countries at war, or where human rights are seriously violated or weapons can be used against the civilian population.

Single authorizations can also be given, lasting several years, as in the case of the supply of 10,000 spare parts for S&W caliber Beretta semi-automatic pistols in 2018-2019, or the supply of 260 Benelli rifles from 2015 to 2017.

---

\(^\text{26}\) See United Nations. “UN Comtrade Database”, HS code 93: Arms and ammunition; parts and accessories thereof (excluding bombs and military weapons).

\(^\text{27}\) See Portale del commercio con l’estero, “Italian international trade database,” [http://www.coeweb.istat.it/tavole_predefined.html](http://www.coeweb.istat.it/tavole_predefined.html).
From 2007 to 2019, the Beretta Group supplied the Mexican military – in different models and calibers, and including huge stocks of spare parts and accessories – 26,150 automatic assault rifles, 18,685 semi-automatic handguns, 1,775 long guns and 303 sniper rifles. In the last decade alone, Beretta’s sales to Mexico generated revenues of at least US$26.8 million.28

In 2018, a new entry arrived on the Mexican military market: Prima Armi (based in Turin), a small company that was authorized to re-sell M4-type 5.56x45 assault rifles imported from Switzerland and the United States, for an amount exceeding US$500,000.

In particular, the Beretta Group can use its multinational and multi-brand structure to avoid the controls and limitations of national legislation. Finished weapons, spare parts and accessories that arrive in Mexico start from two main Italian plants – Brescia (Beretta brand) and Urbino (Benelli) – and from plants based in Finland (Sako), Turkey (Stoeger) and in the United States (Beretta and Benelli USA in Maryland and Tennessee). According to recent bills of lading, the main supply chain starts from Brescia (northern Italy), travels by truck to the German port of Bremerhaven, then by vessel to the port of Norfolk (VA), then by land to Maryland and finally to North American destinations.29

Beretta weapons have been used by police in several Mexican states in multiple serious human rights violations. These include the forced disappearance of 43 student teachers from the Ayotzinapa Normal School in September 2014, with participation of Iguala, Guerrero municipal police, who had 73 Beretta assault rifles (SC 70/90).30

Beretta weapons also arrive on the illegal market. Of the 61,242 illegal firearms recovered by the Mexican army from 2010 to May 2020 for which a manufacturer was identified, 2,744 were Italian, mostly Beretta pistols.31

---

28. Methodological note. Data used in this paragraph comes from two main sources: a) national and international statistics on foreign trade, which include any type of light weapons and ammunition at the level of two-digit commodity codes (see HS code 93); and b) annual government reports, which concern only the export-import of military material. Italian law distinguishes between ‘common firearms’ and ‘military weapons’ according to technical criteria; in particular, automatic weapons are intended only for armed forces. Common firearms (semi-automatic / bolt-action, hunting / sporting and short / long guns) that are usually considered ‘civilian weapons’ can become military weapons if intended for military forces. However, weapons intended for police forces are considered ‘civilian’ weapons. Since Italian law does not require end-user certificates or post-shipment inspections of exported military material, it is possible that military weapons manufactured in Italy and sold to the Mexican armed forces are then delivered to Mexican police forces, through the National Secretariat of Defense (SEDENA).

29. Data about Beretta supply chain are published (for a fee) by both the US Bureau of Census and business data providers (i.e. PIERs/Ibs, Panjiva/S&P Global etc.).

30. SEDENA, Licencia Oficial Colectiva 110, November 8, 2013, part of the Ayotzinapa judicial case record.

31. Dataset of firearms recovered by Mexican army, based on SEDENA responses to information requests, Folios: 0000700057819, 00007000001619, 0000700079717, 0000700283519, 0000700154320. SEDENA recovered another 58,723 firearms for which the manufacturer was not identified. Other Mexican agencies also recover illegal firearms, including the Navy, National Guard, Prosecutor General’s Office, Customs Agency, and state law enforcement agencies, but SEDENA recovers more firearms than all other agencies.
Jalisco:

Beretta has sold more firearms to police in Jalisco - 12,558 since 2006 - than to police any other Mexican state, although receipts did not identify the police agency or municipality that were end users for more than 7,300 of these. However, 251 Beretta pistols and assault rifles were sold to municipal police in Tlajomulco, Jalisco between 2009 and 2018. After a series of protests against deadly police violence that took place in Jalisco in the month of June 2020, another person was killed on July 30. A young man of 27 was shot in the head, reportedly by four Tlajomulco municipal police officers. According to the victim’s sister, the officers forcibly entered her home in the Buenavista neighborhood, beat her - even though she was pregnant -, and shot her brother, identified as Omar, in front of their mother. The officers were arrested and brought before the State Prosecutor.

Chihuahua:

In 2007-2008, Beretta sold at least 1,044 firearms to the State Security Secretariat (SSE, state police) in the northern border state of Chihuahua. On October 27, 2020, 15-year-old Jennifer Amador was killed by Chihuahua SSE agents who entered her home in Chihuahua City during a birthday party for one of her younger brothers. The search of the Amador house was the result of a failed anti-drug operation that was intended to raid a drug dealer’s house. The judge in the case stated that “police can’t just shoot blindly” and instructed prosecutors to continue their investigation and present evidence against the police.

State police who participated in the operation have been arrested.

Oaxaca:

Nearly 1,000 Beretta firearms were sold to police in Oaxaca in 2009-2018, including at least ten pistols to Acatlán municipal police in 2016.

37. Firearms Mexico Police Database, Op. Cit. Receipts did not indicate end users within Oaxaca for 766 - more than three quarters - of Beretta firearms transferred to police in the state.
On June 9, 2020, an Acatlán police officer shot and killed Alexander “Chander” López during a protest. Witnesses with López said they were approaching a shop when a municipal police car cut them off for no reason. “My cousin managed to evade the patrol car, but he hit the motorcycle’s back tire. And from nowhere, one of the officers started firing whatever he could hit, shooting to kill.”

**Tamaulipas:**

Beretta sold 320 weapons to Tamaulipas state police in 2007-2008 (more than 1,200 firearms were purchased by unspecified police agencies in the state in 2008-2013). On February 8, 2020, Tamaulipas state police killed 23-year-old Juan Daniel Ortiz Martínez, who was hit by at least 50 bullets. In a video of the episode, dozens of high-caliber gunshots can be heard fired at a stationary pickup truck. The victim’s mother reported that she was on the phone with her son and could hear him pleading for his life.

---

Over the past two decades, Israel has exported hundreds of millions of Euros worth of military equipment to Mexico, including various types of drones, naval battle ships and missiles. These arms exports don’t stop with military or heavy military equipment, but also include small arms, many of them later transferred to police forces.

Between 2006 and 2018, Israel Weapons Industries (I.W.I.) sold 23,772 small arms, valued at approximately 34 million Euros, to Mexico for use by state and municipal police forces. 16,442 of these weapons were Galil or Tavor assault rifles – fully and semi-automatic military grade assault rifles used by Mexican police everywhere from Mexico City, to Guanajuato (2,766 arms) and Guerrero (2,039 firearms). In Veracruz, state police allegedly carried out death squad operations in 2013 and 2014 that killed at least 15 people, mostly youths. I.W.I. sold 1,199 rifles to state police in Veracruz during 2011-2014.

Beyond the use of these arms by police, many of them have ended up in the hands of cartels. Over 2,600 of these assault rifles were delivered to Tamaulipas, Guerrero, and Jalisco, states that account for 60% of illegal weapons confiscations in Mexico. Of the approximately 61,000 illegal firearms recovered by the Mexican army from 2010 to May 2020 for which the manufacturer was identified, 41 were I.W.I. weapons (including 12 in Michoacan, 3 each in Veracruz and Guerrero, and 6 in Tamaulipas). Israeli-Mexican military relations go back to the 1970’s with sales of Israeli Arava aircrafts.

By 1994, during the Zapatista uprising, Israel was training Mexican forces in tactics developed by the Israeli military during the suppression of the Palestinian uprising – the First Intifada. Israel was just introducing the checkpoint system in the West Bank and Gaza as its main tactic for social control, a policy that started spreading like wildfire throughout Chiapas, Mexico.
Since 2005, Galil and Tavor rifles have been manufactured by Israeli Weapons Industry (IWI) – a privately owned Israeli light weapons manufacturer. The Galil was used by the Israeli military throughout the 70’s and 80’s, and is still sold and used across the world. Over the past few years, it was sold for Duterte’s “war on drugs” in the Philippines, used by Haitian police against protestors, and by South Sudan forces during ethnic cleansing.\textsuperscript{45} The Tavor is also operational in South Sudan and was used by Indian police accused of severe human rights abuses in Kashmir.\textsuperscript{46} In addition, it is one of the main assault rifles used by the Israeli military - including against Palestinian protests in Gaza in recent years, leading to the maiming and killing of hundreds of protestors.\textsuperscript{47}

Mexican police forces also acquired 7,398 Jericho pistols, and several semi-automatic Uzi’s, Negev sniper rifles and others. In 2019, the Mexican government also approved the sale of Jericho pistols to civilians.\textsuperscript{48}


Belgian Weapons
Used by the army, police and cartels

Although the Belgian arms industry produces a wide range of military equipment, Mexico is almost exclusively buying small arms from Belgium: more than 98 percent of all military export licenses in the last decade concern firearms or firearms munitions. In this category, Belgium has licensed more exports to Mexico than any other European state: 102 million euros worth of firearms have been licensed since 2008. In the case of Belgium, this principally involves one company: FN Herstal, fully owned by the Walloon government since 1997.

SEDENA reported imports of 8,367 FN weapons from Belgium between 2008 and 2019. The army is the biggest end user, especially of MINIMI-machine guns (4,197 weapons) and 0.50 caliber heavy machine guns, such as the M2HB (748 weapons). However, Mexican police also purchased 1,064 Belgian firearms between 2009 and 2013. These were mainly two models: the FN Five-seveN (436 weapons) and the P90 (365 weapons), which in Mexico are almost exclusively destined for police use.

Of particular concern is that End Use Certificates, disclosed by SEDENA on request, only mention 847 weapons destined for police use. These certificates are meant to implement Article 5 of the EU Common Position of 2008: “Export licenses shall be granted only on the basis of reliable prior knowledge of end use in the country of final destination”. In these certificates, requested by the national governments of EU member-states before granting licenses, SEDENA declares who will be the final user of the imported arms. The consulted documents suggest that more than 200 firearms ended up in the hands of the police without the approval of the Walloon government, thus violating the end use certificate.

98% of all Belgian military export licenses to Mexico in the last decade concern firearms or firearms munitions.

SEDENA reported imports of 8,367 FN weapons from Belgium between 2008 and 2019.

---

50. Ibid.
53. Comparison Firearms Mexico Police Database with End Use Certificates released by SEDENA in response to information request, Folio: 0000700065520.
Police and military violence

With 644 guns, police in Jalisco have received the most Belgian firearms by far. Belgium exported 11 FN-weapons, destined for the municipal police of Tlajomulco.

Operations by the Mexican army – the biggest recipient of Belgian firearms – have not diminished the structural violence in Mexico. States where the Mexican army participates in armed confrontations have experienced increased homicide rates.\(^{54}\) Although Mexico is not in an internal armed conflict, a total of 4,588 civilians have lost their lives in clashes with the military. A calculation of the current military-civilian death ratio shows a disturbing number: for every one soldier killed during a confrontation, 17 civilians lose their lives.\(^{55}\)

FN weapons are highly popular among cartels

In addition to being the main recipient of FN weapons for police, Jalisco is also one of the states where most guns were reported stolen or lost by police: at least 794 weapons between 2009 and 2016.\(^{56}\) Some of these guns were diverted: SEDENA reported that it recovered 180 FN weapons at crime scenes throughout the country. The top three models were the FN Five-seveN (59 arms); FN P90 (33 arms); and FN P9 (27 arms) - the same top three models as those received by the police.

Its ability to pierce bullet-proof vests from a distance of 200 meters explains the interest of Mexican police in the FN Five-seveN. But for the same reasons, it is widely used by organized crime, and is nicknamed the “mata policias” (“cop-killer”). One of its most notorious owners was Arellano Felix, former leader of the Tijuana Cartel. When he was arrested in 2008 after a fierce battle with the Mexican army, photos and official statements demonstrated his possession of a “cop-killer”.\(^{57}\) The Gulf Cartel,\(^{58}\) Los Zetas\(^{59}\) and the Cartel de Jalisco Nueva Generacion (CJNG) are also known to make use of FN-weapons.

55. SEDENA, responses to information requests, Folios: 000070018072 and 0000700179520.
57. “EU arms export” https://euarms.com/weapon/inGkZQrgzDgLhdZeVTGoeK.
59. “EU arms export” https://euarms.com/weapon/g9cpEZkzX10oaCagd84
The fact that weapons sold to state forces might be used against them, was made clear again in June 2020, when the CJNG made an attempt on the life of police chief Omar Garcia Harfuch in Mexico City. On the scene of the attack, perpetrated by 28 heavily armed men, several assault rifles were retrieved, under which also the FN SCAR 17s.\textsuperscript{60}

Journalists are also victims of gun violence: Jaime Guadalupe was murdered by an unidentified gunman on his way to work on 3 March 2013, reportedly because he had taken a photograph of a member of a criminal organization. The gunman used a FN Five-seven. In addition to being a journalist, he was also the director of the online news portal Ojinaga Noticias, which was shut down shortly after he was assassinated.\textsuperscript{61}

**Belgian grants biggest export-licenses at the peak of homicide rates in Mexico**

FN firearms end up on all sides of armed violence in Mexico, and they are used against cartel members as well as journalists, state forces and civilians. It is clear that the system of end-use control is seriously flawed. Continuing to export in this context will only lead to more deaths.

In view of this reality, it is extremely worrying that at the 2011 peak of homicide rates in Mexico, and during the steep rise in 2017, Belgium licensed the largest values of firearms exports to Mexico: 40 and 27 million euros, respectively.

\textsuperscript{60} Luis Pablo Beauregard & Carmen Morán Breña, “El Cartel Jalisco desafía al Gobierno de México con un atentado contra el jefe de policía de la capital,” El País, June 26, 2020, \url{https://elpais.com/internacional/2020-06-26/el-jefe-de-la-policia-de-ciudad-de-mexico-sufre-un-atentado.html}

\textsuperscript{61} “Jaime Guadalupe González Domínguez, Mexican Journalist,” \url{https://peoplepill.com/people/jaime-guadalupe-gonzalez-dominguez/}
Although the Czech Republic is not among the world’s biggest weapons producers and exporters, it has a long tradition of selling weapons to dictatorial regimes and countries with ongoing armed conflicts. According to the Stockholm International Peace and Research Institute, the Czech Republic is 21st among the world’s largest arms exporting countries. In 2019, the total value of exported weapons and military materiel reached 619 million euros, with Indonesia as the biggest importer. The Czech military industry has a long tradition with origins in pre-WWI times. The arms race during the Cold War presented the golden era for the industry, with a steep decline after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The existence of large stockpiles of now redundant weapons and ammunition, however, led to a large volume of arms sales and the establishment of private arms companies.

Today, the industry employs an estimated 24,000 people, with companies that managed to recover from the downfall after 1989 and the subsequent opening of the Czech economy to the free market. Some of the most important companies are Česká Zbrojovka (small arms), Sellier & Bellot (ammunition), Czechoslovak Group (heavy machinery reparation and production), AERO Vodochody (subsonic jets) or ERA (air surveillance systems).

Exporting to human rights-abusing regimes

The Czech Republic too often exports weapons to dictatorial regimes or countries infamous for their poor human rights records. Among its largest customers are Egypt, Turkey, Nigeria, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, and Saudi Arabia (the largest customer of Czech weapons in 2014). In 2017, modern Czech howitzers and rocket launchers were exported to Azerbaijan, in circumstances that are still unclear, in violation of the OECD arms embargo.
Česká Zbrojovka is one of the “traditional” Czech small arms manufacturers founded before the Second World War. The company claims that it belongs to the ten largest small arms manufacturers in the world and exports weapons to almost 100 countries. In 2013 and 2014, the company exported between 50,000 and 130,000 handguns (numbers published in the media vary) and thousands more submachine guns to the Egyptian junta, despite the ongoing brutal crackdown on human rights in the country. In this case, the government and media framed the deal as a “contribution to the war on terror.”

Another notable scandal surfaced in 2018 when The New York Times reported that “90 percent of the weapons found at wildlife crime scenes in South Africa and in Mozambique” were manufactured by CZ. The company has faced criticism recently because of the allegedly low quality of its assault rifles, which led the Czech army to get rid of rifles bought only four years ago. Interestingly, it is the same model rifle - CZ 805 BREN - that Mexican police acquired in 2014.

There is not as much information available from Czech sources about the nature of Czech arms exports to Mexico. Official data from the Czech Ministry of Industry and Trade shows that the value of weapons and military materiel exported to Mexico in the last ten years reached 21 million euros. The trade peaked in 2014 when mostly small arms were exported, valued at 7.1 million euros.

According to Mexican army data, Czech companies sold 7,904 firearms to Mexico for use by state and local police - the sixth largest exporting country for police firearms.

In some Mexican states, the amount of Czech weapons is even more significant:

◊ In Oaxaca, police acquired more weapons from the Czech Republic than from any other country: 2,505 9mm handguns, primarily between 2008 and 2011.

---


In **Michoacán**, police obtained 1,494 CZ 9mm handguns from 2009 to 2011.

In **Veracruz**, police supplemented purchases of 710 CZ 9mm pistols in 2006-2012 with the acquisition of 15 CZ submachine guns in 2013.\(^\text{69}\)

In **Jalisco**, Tlajomulco municipal police implicated in an alleged extrajudicial murder in July 2020, obtained 104 CZ weapons in 2009.\(^\text{70}\)

In 2014, Czech media reported that Česká Zbrojovka secured a contract to equip an elite Mexican police unit in the new “División de Gendarmería,” of the Federal Police, with 2,600 assault rifles (CZ 805 BREN) and 5,000 handguns (CZ P-09). This sale appears to be confirmed by end use certificates that SEDENA submitted to CZ in 2014 for the purchase of 7,679 CZ firearms destined for the Federal Police and state police in Zacateca and Morelos.\(^\text{71}\)

The story was framed in the media as a Czech contribution to the fight against drug cartels.\(^\text{72}\) In addition, Mexico’s Arms Trade Treaty report for 2015 listed the purchase of 4,614 CZ rifles and pistols (but did not specify a use or user).\(^\text{73}\) National Gendarmerie officers on April 6, 2016 arbitrarily detained and tortured a 17-year-old adolescent. The events were documented by the National Human Rights Commission, which issued a report on the events.\(^\text{74}\)

---


German weapons

Small arms exports to Mexico

In recent years, Germany has regularly been among the five largest exporters of small arms globally. The German government approved licenses to export small arms and light weapons to Mexico, despite German guidelines for decisions on arms exports that give particular weight to respect for human rights in the country of destination and of end-use. Since 2000, the German government repeatedly approved the export to Mexico of small arms and light weapons such as rifles and carbines, revolvers, pistols, sub-machine guns, assault rifles and related parts and supplies as well as portable anti-tank weapons.

The documents obtained from SEDENA show that since 2006, 3,098 Walther pistols and 19,123 Heckler & Koch firearms (e.g. pistols, assault rifles, machine guns, launchers) were sent to different Mexican states. Between 2006 and 2009, Heckler & Koch exported more than 10,000 G36 assault rifles and spare parts to Mexico. The rifles were destined for police units in different Mexican states. Due to human rights concerns, four states (Guerrero, Jalisco, Chiapas and Chihuahua) were not supposed to be supplied with weapons. However, since 2010, journalists, human rights and peace activists revealed that nearly half of all exported G36s ended up in exactly these states. This ultimately led to the criminal conviction in 2019 of former H&K employees due to illegal arms exports.

Since the end of 2010 it has become increasingly difficult to export small arms to Mexico from Germany.

78. Firearms Mexico Police Database.
German small arms exports licenses have been denied because of the risk of diversion and Mexico’s internal situation. But there are also exemptions. For example, in 2018, Mexico’s Arms Trade Treaty report indicates the importation of 4,114 portable anti-tank weapons from Germany. Moreover, Mexico reported to the UN Register on Conventional Arms the importation of 1,447 Walther .22 pistols in 2012 and 2013 from Germany.

**Heckler & Koch: Illegal G36 exports to Mexico**

In 2010, journalists and activists confirmed that Mexican police in violence-affected states had used G36 assault rifles, despite an exclusion of these states in the end-use agreement. German activist Jürgen Grässlin and his lawyer Holger Rothbauer also filed a criminal complaint. It took nearly 9 years for this criminal complaint to lead to the conviction of former H&K employees. The trial revealed that nearly half of the exported G36s ended up in those four states which the German government regarded as ill-suited recipients. The company itself could not be held criminally liable, because there is no corporate criminal law in Germany. However, the court ordered Heckler & Koch to pay a fine equal to the entire revenue from the illegal Mexico sales - about 3.7 million euros. H&K and other parties to the proceedings appealed the decision, and the case will go to Germany’s Federal Court of Justice.

Peace activists, human rights defenders and critical journalists created enough pressure to bring Heckler & Koch to trial. The trial and media coverage around it significantly increased public awareness of such irresponsible exports.

---

81. German annual arms export reports (e.g. 2011, 2014, 2015, 2018) report on denials with reference to criterion 3 (Internal situation in the country of final destination, as a function of the existence of tensions or armed conflicts) and 7 (Existence of a risk that the military technology or equipment will be diverted within the buyer country or re-exported under undesirable conditions) of the EU Common Position defining common rules governing control of exports of military technology and equipment. COUNCIL COMMON POSITION 2008/944/CFSP, “defining common rules governing control of exports of military technology and equipment,” December 8, 2008, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02008E0944-20190917&from=EN.


83. Portable anti-tank weapons can be classified as light weapons. While the term “small arms” often includes both, small arms and light weapons, in the international debate, it can be assumed that the German government might not consider the shipment as an export of small arms to Mexico. This assumption is underpinned by the fact that light weapons are not included in the definition that Germany uses for its small arms export statistics. The Walther .22 pistols are also not covered by the German small arms definition but are treated only as other firearms. UNROCA, https://www.unroca.org.


85. See the two movies and documentaries by Daniel Harrich, broadcast on German television in 2015 and 2020.
But the trial had two central weaknesses:

German licensing authorities were not held responsible, and the human consequences of these illegal exports were not considered at any time during the trial. The licensing authorities allowed the export of G36 rifles to Mexico on the basis of end-use certificates that listed only Mexican states considered “unproblematic”. The process revealed that, instead of exercising control, some officials even informed Heckler & Koch which states to remove from the end-use certificates in order to make the export possible.\(^{86}\)

The Heckler & Koch case clearly shows that the idea of limiting the end-use of exported assault rifles regionally within Mexico by approving only certain states as end users and excluding others did not work. Receipts obtained from SEDENA show that Walther pistols went to Chihuahua and Jalisco between 2006 and 2009, at the same time as these states were excluded for the end use of G36 exports.\(^{87}\) Given the human rights situation, Mexico should not have received any German small arms at all.

Ayotzinapa: Fatal consequences of arms transfers

One case which shows the fatal consequences of these scandalous arms transfers is the Ayotzinapa case. Police forces in Iguala, Guerrero used G-36 rifles in the attack on students of the Ayotzinapa Normal School in September 2014. According to official export permits, these arms should have never been in Guerrero, but such consequences were never taken into account during the trial. The court rejected the request of the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights to access the case files on behalf of relatives of Aldo Gutiérrez from Ayotzinapa, a student who was hit by a bullet during the attack and is still in a coma today.\(^{88}\) Several NGO activities and the presence during the trial of Leonel Gutiérrez, Aldo’s brother, and of human rights lawyer Sofía de Robina from Centro ProDH, ensured that the connection between German arms exports and their fatal consequences in Mexico would not be forgotten.\(^{89}\)

---

86. Van Aken, Jan & Ellinger, Andreas, “Berichte vom Heckler & Koch-Prozess,” https://www.rosalux.de/waffenexporte/prozessberichte
Since the end of 2010, Germany has adopted a policy that mostly stops small arms exports to Mexico. However, the credibility of this step is undermined by the aforementioned exemptions. The German government must also address the internationalization strategy of German weapons manufacturers such as Sig Sauer. Despite the closure of its German production site, the profits from questionable arms transfers still flow to German owners.

90. Evidence strongly suggests that the Heckler & Koch and Sig Sauer cases and the corresponding awareness for small arms exports have contributed to the government’s new guideline in 2019 not to export small arms, in principle, to third states outside of the EU, NATO and NATO-equivalent states. However, the guideline allows exemptions, and light weapons and other firearms are excluded. The case of Sig Sauer also shows that exports to non-third states like the US are problematic.
Sig Sauer: German small arms manufacturer and the strategy of internationalization

Another important German gun manufacturer, Sig Sauer, operates internationally and has subsidiaries in Germany, Switzerland, and the US that are 100% owned by L&O Sig Sauer Holding based in Germany. Sig Sauer announced the closure of its production site in Germany by the end of 2020. Meanwhile, Sig Sauer is expanding its production of arms in the US, where the political environment is friendlier towards arms exports than Germany. In 2014, it significantly increased the production capacity of its New Hampshire (US) facility, and in March 2015 obtained a license to export up to US$265 million of firearms to the Mexican Navy, including a license for Mexico to manufacture firearms.91 From then until the end of 2017, Sig Sauer shipped more than $23 million worth of gun parts from the US to Mexico.92 From 2011 through 2019, Sig Sauer sold at least 13,174 firearms for use by police in Mexico.93 In April 2020, Sig Sauer exported 50,000 pistols to Mexico from the US for use by the newly formed National Guard, part of Sig Sauer’s global expansion of weapons exports during the pandemic.94 Thus, exports that would not have been allowed from Germany can be handled by Sig Sauer Inc. in the US (although L&O Sig Sauer Holding in Germany continues to profit from sales by Sig Sauer Inc.).

The connection between Sig Sauer Germany and Sig Sauer US has drawn attention to the possibility of illegal arms exports. As long as weapons are developed and produced in the United States, Sig Sauer US does not need a German export license. Otherwise, Sig Sauer needs German approval for re-export. In 2014, German attorney Holger Rothbauer filed a complaint concerning illegal exports of Sig Sauer pistols to Colombia.

In 2015, Sig Sauer obtained a license to export up to $265m of firearms to the Mexican Navy, including a license for Mexico to manufacture firearms.

92. U.S. Census Bureau data, [https://usatrade.census.gov/](https://usatrade.census.gov/)
In 2019, Sig Sauer executives from Germany and the US were convicted for the illegal export of thousands of pistols that were delivered from Germany to the US subsidiary and from there illegally to Colombia. Similar to the case of Heckler & Koch, the court levied a fine on the company for the entire value of the illegal exports – around 11 million euros. The company has appealed the case to Germany’s Federal Court of Justice.\(^\text{95}\)

Sig Sauer is currently confronted with a comprehensive criminal complaint in Germany. In April 2020, Holger Rothbauer filed another lawsuit against the company on behalf of the German-wide campaign “Aktion Aufschrei – Stoppt den Waffenhandel!” (“Action outcry – Stop the arms trade”). There is suspicion that weapons and weapon parts produced or developed in Germany were illegally exported via the US to Colombia, Nicaragua, and Mexico.\(^\text{96}\)

The complaint is substantially based on findings of the German documentary “Lethal Exports 2” by Daniel Harrich, who showed Sig Sauer pistols in Mexico imprinted with “Frame made in Germany.” In addition, documents suggest that Sig Sauer Inc. exported licenses for the production in Mexico of weapon models that were originally developed in Germany. German authorities only approved the license to produce in the US; a technology transfer to Mexico was not covered.\(^\text{97}\)


\(^{97}\) Harrich, Daniel “Lethal Exports: Arms Industry Leaders in the Dock,” Documentary, 2020
According to SEDENA documents, more than a thousand US-produced Sig Sauer rifles were sold for use by police in the state of Tamaulipas between 2014 and May 2019. In September 2019, Tamaulipas state police extrajudicially killed eight people in Valles de Anahuac, a neighborhood in Nuevo Laredo just over the border from Texas. The United Nations is investigating, and police were charged but have not been tried for the killings. Yet, shortly after those events, SEDENA sold 600 more Sig Sauer rifles and 250 Sig Sauer handguns to Tamaulipas state police.

Sig Sauer sold 110 assault rifles and 58 pistols to city police in Morelia, Michoacan in 2015. On August 12, 2020, Morelia city police killed Julio Cesar Chagolla Salcedo. A young man with a mental disability, Chagolla had mistaken another house with his own, according to family members, and police confused him with a burglar, shooting him eight times, although they were aware of his disability and that he did not represent a danger.

Other European and Israeli arms companies have also established operations in the United States:

**Austria:** Austria-based Glock produces hundreds of thousands of pistols annually at its plant in the state of Georgia, and in February 2016 obtained a license to export more than 11,000 pistols from the United States to Mexico for police and military use. Glock also exports pistols from its facilities in Uruguay and Slovakia.

**Israel:** I.W.I. has a U.S. manufacturing facility in Middletown, Pennsylvania, and in 2012 SEDENA submitted an end use certificate to the U.S. State Department to export 1,010 Galil assault rifles manufactured by I.W.I. to Mexico, at a value of US$1.7 million.

---

Belgium: Although the FN America production site in Columbia, South Carolina has not made any legal arms transfers to Mexico in the last 12 years, a good part of the FN-guns circulating in criminal circuits is likely to have been smuggled from the US. Although it’s difficult to trace the origin of a gun once it’s diverted, three models are highly likely to be produced in Belgium. Since the FN America web site explicitly states that they don’t produce the Five-seveNs, they are bound to be produced in Belgium, even if they take a detour via the US. The P90 and the M2HB machine guns are also more likely to originate in Belgium since they are not commercially available in the US. But since FN America is a daughter enterprise of the Groupe Herstal, which is 100% owned by the Walloon government, it also holds a responsibility for what happens with the US-produced FN-guns.

Other European companies that have established production in the United States, without documented exports to other countries to date, include:

* Beretta (Gallatin, Tennessee),
* Heckler & Koch (Columbus, Georgia),
* CZ USA (Kansas City, Kansas),
* Walther (Fort Smith, Arkansas).
The Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) came into force in December 2014, and is ratified by 113 countries around the world. All European countries and Mexico have ratified the ATT, but the US and Israel have not. All States Parties (SPs) of the ATT are required to submit within a year of ratification an initial report that discloses whether they have systems in place to conduct risk assessments of arms exports, specifically on human rights violations and gender-based violence. States Parties are also required to submit annual reports on their arms exports and imports.

Although some annual reports present very detailed information on exports and imports, including disaggregated information by weapons system, financial value, and whether it is an actual or an authorized export, the level of detail in many reports is incomplete. Control Arms' ATT Monitor, recommends that, “to provide the minimum necessary information needed in order to meaningfully assess a State Party's arms transfers, a publicly available report must, for each transfer: Specify weapon type; provide the number of units or financial value (preferably both) for each weapon type; clearly name the final exporting/importing country.” According to Control Arms, some SPs have fallen short of this threshold because they submit excessive aggregate information on arms transfers or do not provide information on destination country or on their arms imports, both of which make it difficult to meaningfully assess if the State Party is fulfilling its treaty obligations.

In addition, Mexico’s transparency law requires the military and other executive branch agencies to proactively publish information that is in the public interest. The National Institute for Access to Information (INAI, the federal agency that guarantees such public access) has ruled that SEDENA must respond to public requests for data on the number, characteristics, and cost of firearms sold to police by year, Mexican state and gun manufacturer. (This ruling resulted in the disclosure of firearms receipts used for this report).

---

105. Arms Trade Treaty, Articles 6, 7.1, and 7.4. For more information, see the ATT Baseline Assessment Project: [http://www.armstrade.info/database/](http://www.armstrade.info/database/)
The European Common Position on arms export control\textsuperscript{109} lists eight criteria against which member states should assess their export licenses. They include, inter alia:

◊ Respect for human rights and international humanitarian law in the country of final destination. Accordingly, member states shall “deny an export license if there is a clear risk that the military technology or equipment to be exported might be used for internal repression”.

◊ This should also be the case when “an export license for military technology or equipment (...) would provoke or prolong armed conflicts or aggravate existing tensions or conflicts in the country of final destination”.

◊ Another criterion is the risk that military technology or equipment will be diverted within the buyer country or re-exported under undesirable conditions.

As this report has shown, small arms exports to Mexico stand in sharp contradiction to these criteria. Although the Common Position tries to bring coherence to the arms export policies of member states, the huge differences in implementation, scope and enforcement undermine this coherency. Civil society can only take governments to administrative courts in some member states in order to enforce implementation of the Common Position.

In Italy, the Common Position’s ethical criteria do not apply to exports for police use. Since the end of 2010, Germany has adopted a policy that mostly stops small arms exports to Mexico. However, there have been significant exemptions to this policy, such as the export of portable anti-tank weapons in 2018. Moreover, European small arms manufacturers such as German-owned Sig Sauer have a strategy to internationalize their production. In spite of the Common Position, all other countries continue to allow the export of small arms to Mexico.

Can companies be held accountable?

The Common Position defines the responsibility of states to make a proper risk assessment at the moment of expediting licenses. But what about the responsibility of the producing companies? In 2021, discussions on a binding legislation on corporate accountability will begin in the EU. This will define the responsibility and accountability of corporations regarding human rights violations linked to their (extra-territorial) business activities, or occurring within the value chain they are part of. This legislation thus turns a negative obligation (not committing human rights violations in our territory) into a positive responsibility (actively preventing the contribution to human rights violations, anywhere). At this moment, arms companies avoid responsibility for human rights violations committed with their weapons, hiding behind the fact that governments licensed their exports. With the proposed corporate accountability framework, companies would also be responsible for assessing the risk of human rights violations committed with their products, even when both the production and/or the violations occur outside of the territory where they are based.

Depending on the outcome of these negotiations, this legislative framework could challenge the documented practice of some European companies to export indirectly via the US, or to shift production to the US for the sake of evading stricter European controls on arms exports. For example, if a US-based subsidiary does not conduct a proper risk assessment of its arms exports to Mexico, and as a result of this the exported arms contribute to serious human rights violations, the Europe-based parent company could be held accountable for it. Whether the reach of this Corporate Accountability framework will be sufficient to have a significant impact on arms producing and exporting companies, is yet to be defined.
Recommendations

Firearms exports have contributed to Mexico’s security and humanitarian disaster.

To governments of all small arms exporting countries:

* Immediately suspend all licenses for small arms and light weapons exports to Mexico in order to prevent human rights violations and gun violence in Mexico.

* Until governments suspend small arms exports to Mexico, they should establish and implement end use controls that ensure that exported firearms do not contribute to human rights violations, collusion with criminal organizations, or patterns of increased violence in Mexico. Such controls should include, at a minimum:

  → Development of published criteria that a) exclude all end users that have been implicated in human rights violations or collusion with criminal organizations and b) deny licenses for small arms exports, to specific regions or to the country as a whole, where there is evidence of serious human rights violations, criminal collusion, arms diversion, or lack of controls on end uses.

  → Detailed review of past small arms exports to Mexico and their end users, to evaluate whether, when, how and by whom exported arms have been used to commit crimes.

  → Consistent documentation and reporting to exporting countries of ultimate end users, at the point of export license applications and review, shipment, and post shipment.

  → Regular, unannounced post-shipment inspections by representatives of exporting countries of physical arms and of documentation.

  → Violations of the end-use agreements must be sanctioned by stopping exports to Mexico immediately and holding responsible the officials of exporting countries and of Mexico who are implicated in the violations.

* Until governments suspend small arms exports to Mexico, all small arms export licenses to Mexico should be exceptions to the rule, requiring affirmative approval by legislative bodies or public justification by government authorities, instead of requiring legislative or judicial action to reverse or deny arms export licenses.
To the government of Mexico:

* The Mexican government should decentralize the authorities for firearm importation, production, sales, use in public security, and registries for possession and carrying, all of which are currently concentrated in the Army (SEDENA). An important first step would be to establish co-responsibility for Mexico’s registry of firearms in a civilian ministry.

* Permit and establish procedures for representatives of small arms exporting countries to regularly conduct end use inspections of firearms imported to Mexico.

* Modify the public security strategy to one of a civil and non-military nature, which includes the objective of reducing the importation of weapons.

* Specify a plan for the withdrawal of the military from law enforcement tasks.

* Comply with the requirements of proactive transparency and maximum public disclosure in accordance with the General Law of Transparency and Access to Information.

* Specifically, that SEDENA proactively publish the numbers and types of firearms and munitions in the registries and data it manages for legally possessed firearms, collective licenses, recovered illicit weapons, weapons stolen or missing from state agencies, and exchanges and destruction of firearms.

* To investigate and hold legally responsible Mexican officials implicated in diversion or other misuse of firearms imported into Mexico.
To European governments:

European weapons are fueling violence and repression in Mexico. Increased military exports and spending don’t keep people safe, and the arms industry is profiting from a militarized concept of security. European states should instead address the root causes of insecurity: inequality, injustice and climate change.

* The EU and its member states should end government-industry relationships that distort policy or represent conflicts of interest.
* EU member states should enforce the EU Common Position that prohibits export of small arms to nations where there is a clear risk of prolonging violent conflict, use in human rights violations, or diversion to criminal organizations. These conditions clearly exist in Mexico.
* EU member states should monitor and exercise authority over European companies that manufacture firearms in the United States to ensure that European technology, equipment and parts are not used to export weapons - or the capacity to produce or assemble weapons - to Mexico or to other nations without sufficient policy reviews in the home countries of the small arms companies.
* To this end, EU member states should use the upcoming negotiations for a European Corporate Accountability framework as an opportunity to legally define the responsibility and liability of parent companies for the human rights or criminal violations linked to the arms manufacturing and exporting business activities of their foreign subsidiaries.
* Governments of nations that export firearms to Mexico should conduct an in-depth risk analysis of firearms exports to the nation, including lack of transparency and reporting on end users of exports, risks of human rights violations by recipients of firearms, diversion of firearms to criminal and other unauthorized users, security forces collusion with criminal organizations, and increased homicides and femicides.
* European states that have ratified the ATT should ensure they fulfill on time and complete their annual reporting obligations and make it public.
To the governments of Israel and the United States:

In addition to our recommendations to the governments of all small arms exporting countries, we recommend:

* Israel and the incoming administration of Joseph Biden should sign the Arms Trade Treaty and begin to implement its reporting requirements.

* The United States should return firearms export licensing and oversight back to the State Department from the Commerce Department, adequately resource the State Department for that task, and establish criteria restricting firearms exports that are similar to the Leahy Law applied to foreign military and police assistance. Such measures can be taken as executive action by the Biden administration.

* Israel should carry out end-use tracking of all arms exports, with the aim of implementing restrictions based on human rights criteria.